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The notes for Using
Be sure to read this before handling

  Piping
Blow out air supply lines before connection. Ensure lines are free of all contaminants. Due to the
construction of the product, by some possibility the power pack cylinder is leaking that each exhaust port
for the reason that wear and damage of seals, etc. So, it is advisable to install exhaust cleaner on exhaust
port.

  Air Supply
Using the compression air with dry via filter.

  Hydraulic Fluid (ISO VG 22 Standard mineral hydraulic fluid 
Change the hydraulic fluid case of mixed drain and substance in the hydraulic fluid and ancient and
discoloration. The hydraulic fluid used same oil that old and new.

  Quantity of Oil
If inside oil of the gauge tank decreases, please add oil.
It becomes the cause that thrusts of a cylinder decrease or cylinder stroke shortens or oil leak.

  Adjustment
If return speed of a booster is very fast, a thrust of a cylinder falls, and it is cause of oil leak.

Set up

  type  Standard model 

When operate Power-Pack Cylinder for the first time,
remove red cap Ⓐ and oiling.
Repeat push-pull of piston rod until lost bubbles in gauge
tank.
Using oil is ISO VG32 or VG22 turbine oil or equivalent.
Oil rises to 3mm at the time of cylinder pressurization. And
when a cylinder returns, an oil level falls and is in a
condition of the cause. This state is normal.

In the case of horizontal using or rod upswing of
Power-Pack Cylinder, remove elbow, install gauge tank
directly to keep vertical position of gauge tank.

Ⓐ

Gauge tank

Head flange

CAUTION
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Air Piping Application Examples

Maintenance
1 Please always keep quantity of oil of a gauge tank normally.
2 Please change the oil which became old. Exchange is once a year.
3 Oil leaks in the outside of a cylinder, and it is the time of repair if there becomes small power of a cylinder.
4 When exchange packing, remove four tie rod, and disassemble from head flange side.
5 Be careful not stick in any dust, not rub packing for assembly.

Trouble Shooting List
Phenomenon Cause Measures

Thrust became small

Abrasion of packing Please change  packing
Oil decreased Please supply oil

An air bubble is in oil
Please squeeze a speed controller of
a P1 port
Please change  packing

A fall of supply air pressure Please confirm supply air pressure.

Oil leaks out from a valve
Abrasion of packing

Please change  packing
Please change  packing

Inside oil becomes vacuum pressure
Please squeeze a speed controller of
a P1 port

An air bubble comes out to oil
of the gauge tank inside

Abrasion of packing
Please change  packing
Please change  packing

Oil of the gauge tank inside is
cloudy

Inside oil becomes vacuum pressure
Please squeeze a speed controller of
a P1 port

P1

P2

Press speed adjusts it with a speed controller of P2 port.
Upward speed adjusts it with a speed controller of P1 port.
To use a reduced high thrust, install an air regulator with
check-valve.
A position is a valve and an interval of a P1 speed
controller.
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Seal List

2014.a1

PP-50 PP-80 PP-100
QtyNo.

Code

Name
0510 1005 1324 1915 2910 2135 2727 3620 5514 7908

1 Ｏリング S46 S46 G75 G75 G75 G95 G95 G95 G95 G95 2
2 Ｏリング G45 G45 G75 G75 G75 G95 G95 G95 G95 G95 1
3 Ｏリング P44 P44 P70 P70 P70 P90 P90 P90 P90 P90 1
4 パッキン UHP-40 UHP-40 UHS-50 UHS-50 UHS-50 UHP-80 UHP-80 UHP-80 UHP-80 UHP-80 1
5 Ｏリング P6 P6 P15 P15 P15 P15 P15 P15 P15 P15 1
6 パッキン

ISI
20･28･5

IDI
14･22･5

ISI
30･40･6

ISI
25･33･5

ISI
20･28･5

ISI
40･50･6

ISI
35･45･6

ISI
30･40･6

ISI
25･33･5

ISI
20･28･5 1

7 ペンタシール PS20 PS14 PS30 PS25 PS20 PS40 PS35 PS30 PS25 PS20 1
9 バックアップリング － － － － － － － － － G95 1
11 ウェアリング SW40 SW40 SW60 SW60 SW60 SW80 SW80 SW80 SW80 SW80 1
12 Ｏリング P20 P14 P30 P25 P20 P40 P35 P30 P25 P20 1
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